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ABSTRACT
The purpose of ttris iavestigation was to determine the effect
of the placement and magnitude of a bilateral interference force and
the duration of the retention interval upon the accurary and
consistency of perceiving subma:cirnal force repro&rction. Ttre
instrunent used to record force pro&rction scores wEls a cable-
tensioneter attached to a T-5 orttropedic attachment. Fifty male
volunteers were randomly assigned to one of ttre eight experimental
groups or two control Forrps. rnterference forces were either Z0
pourds greater or less than the criterion force. placement of the
interference force was either five or 10 seconds after the criterion
force, or five or 25 seconds after the criterion force. Tttro retention
intenrals of 15 and 30 seconds were used.
subjects in the experimental groups performed ten blocks of
three exertions with a one-minute intertrial rest period between
eactr block of trials. Each block of trials consisted of a criterion
force exertion, followed by a short rest, then a bilateral interference
force exertion, followed by another short rest, and finally a
reproduction force. The subjects produced the criterion force by
looking at the reflection in the mirror of the dial of the cable-
tensiometer and exerted force t.lotil the d.iaI reactred the designated
level. To pro&rce the iaterference force the subject exerted force
on the snedley Qynanoreter which was held jn his left hand. Ttre
procedure for the control group was the same as for the experimental
groups except there was no interference.
The results of the analysis of the data indicated that an
interference theory of short-term memory was supported in terms of
magnitude of the iaterference and duration of the retention interval
and their effects on variable error.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The retention of notor skil1s has received a great deal
of experirnental and theoretical attention. In order for a skill
to be performed, the performer ru.rst have stored in his memory
an image or concept as to what nnrst be done to successfully perform
a task. His movements are accomplished according to the image in
his nemory. rf no menory of the movement was available, the correct
performance of a task would be a chance occurrence (54). Most
behavioral theorists (12) outline three different trues of storing
the rnemory of the so called "inage": (a) sensory storage system--
rrrhere information is transformed by the sensory receptors into a
physiological representation ; (b) short-term memory system--r.vhere
information passed on by the sensory receptors is transformed into
a new code and retained temporarily; and (c) long-term memory--utrere,
if iaformation stored in short-term menory becomes properly organized,
it passes onto long-term memory and then becomes permanent. Before
the novement or performance becomes properly organized and passes
onto long-term memory, it rnrst first pass through the short-term
memory system. T?rerefore, to wtderstand how iafonnation is retaiaed,
it is essential to r:nderstand what occurs in this systen.
Martenitrk (9) defines short-term memory as a memcry system
that rapidly loses information irr the absence of sustained attention
2to that material. It is thought to involve the first 60 seconds
following presentation of the information, after which it is either
lost or transferred to long-term memory. Atkinson and Shiffrin (20)
report that short-term store is a kirrd of workspace uhere informa-
tion from the environment as well as information frorn long-term
store can be brought together for processing. It is assuned that
new information can be rehearsed (practiced) and then transferred
into long-term memory. If rehearsal of the new information is
blocked or interfered r,rith, the assr.unption is tlrat the information
will be lost from the system. According to Fitts and Posner (5),
nnrning short-term memory is a component process in nearly every
ordiaary activity, and thus it is one of the most furportant factors
in limiting skilled performance.
Ihe role short-term memory has in perceptual motor perfor-
nimce can be illustrated by using a teaching situation. A teacher
of motor skills usually gives a denonstration of the skil1 he rrmnts
his students to perform plus some verbal ctres to aid the students'
interpretation of how to perform it. The student then performs the
skill and mrst retain proprioceptive information, often for a con-
siderable time intewaL, while waiting for another attempt at per-
forming the skill. Consideration of how welL information is retained
and rrhat affects its retenticn: in short-term memory would tlus seem
to be an important aspect of teachiag (9).
Scope of hoblen
The effect of a bilateral interference task on the short-
term menory of a submacimal grip strength was investigated. Ttre
total retention interval between the criterion force and the repro-
duction force was either 15 or 30 seconds. The interference force
was either 20 pourds greater or z0 pourds less than the criterion,
force. T\rIo different placenents of the interference force i11 eactr
retention interval were used, either five or 10 seconds after the
criterion force (lS-second retention intewal) or either five or 25
seconds after the criterion force (30-second retention intenral).
There was an intertrial rest period of one ninute. only right-
handed subjects were used, d* the interference force being prodgced
I^rith the left hand.
Statement of Problern
The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of
the placement and magnitude of a bilateral interference force and
the duration of the retention interyal upon the accuracy and con-
sistency of submacfunal force repro&rction.
NrlI llrpotheses
1. The placernent of a bilateral interference task in the
retention intenral of either 15 or 30 seconds will not have a sig-
nificant effect on the perception of a subma:<imal grip strength
force as measured by either constant error or variable error.
2. Ihe magnitude of an interference task i]l relation
to the criterion force will not have a significant effect on
perception of a subrnaxirnal grip strength force as measured by
either constant error or variable error
3. The length of the retention intervals will not have a
significant effect on the perception of a submacimal grip strength
force aS measured by either constant erTor or variable error.
Assr.unptions of StudY
1. Strort-term memory exists as a system different from
long-term memory.
2. The bilateral interference force of ?0 por:nds above
or below the criterion was of sufficient magnitude to have a sig-
nificant effect on the stored memory trace of the criterion force.
3. Subject attention, motivation, and concentration had
little effect on the experimental session.
4. The subjects attended to the interference force.
Defilition of Terms
1. Short-ter:n motor memory. The terporary memory trace
of a previous movement that lasts for approxfunately 60 seconds, and
is then either lost fron the system or transferred to long-term
memory.
2. Long-term memory. Permanent me,mory of a well-practiced
movement that does not decay over time.
3. Criterion force. A force eqt:al to 40 pounds on the
cable-tensiometer.
4. Interference force. A
left hand either five or 10 seconds
retention interval), or either five
(SO-second retention intenral), &d
less than the criterion force.
force that was exerted by the
after the criterion (lS-second
or 25 seconds after the criterion
was either 20 por.urds greater or
5. Reproduction force. A subjectrs reproduction of his
criterion force after a rest intenral without }nowledge of perfor-
mance or results.
6. Trace-decay theory. During an r:nfilled intenral a
memory trace in short-term mernory faces or decays over time mtil
it is lost fron short-term memory.
7. Interference theonr. A decrement irt reca11 accuracy
due to the amor:nt and type of interpolated activity and not due to
decay over time.
8. Proactive interference. Interference caused by activity
prior to the presentation of the criterion.
9. Retroactive interference. Interference caused
activity following the criterion and prior to recall.
10. Absolute error. Ttre arnor-r:t of error on a reproduction
tria1, regardless of the direction of the error, calculated by
subtracting the criterion score from the reproduction trial score.
11. Algebraic error. The signed error indicating recall
accuracy on a reproduction trial, computed by subtracting the cri-
terion force from'the force recorded on the reproduction trial.
by
-l
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L2, constant error. Ttre mean of the signed error scores
for the reproduction forces for each subject, iadicating the overall
accuracy on recall.
13. variable error. The standard deviation of the repro-
duction error scores about their mean, utrich indicates the consis-
tency of a subject on reproduction force trials.
Delirnitations
1. 0n1y one force level for all subjects was used as
the criterion force.
2, The magnitude of the interference force was either
20 por-tnds above or below the criterion force.
3, The total retention interval for the experimental
and control groups was either 15 or j0 seconds.
4. only two placements of the interference force in each
retention interval were used.
Limitations
1. Different results might be obtained for other place-
ments of the interference force in the retention intenral.
2. An iaterference force greater or less tlrarr 20 pourds in
nagnitude rright possibly result in different effects.
3, Different results might be obtaiaed for other force
levels of the criterion.
4. T?re results night not be characteristic of short-term
menory for other types of activities.
Chapter 2
REYIEI4I OF RELATED LITERAII]RE
Ttris chapter presents a review of the literature concerned
with short-term memory. A brief historical review traces early
studies of verbal- short-term memory leading to studies of motor
short-term memory. This was followed by the presentation of trace-
decay theory, interference theory, and assimilation effects on short-
term memory. Inbdels of short-term memory and methods of studying
retention were discussed.
Historical Backgror:nd
Research on htunan memory was first studied using verbal
tasks. In 1885, Ebbinghaus (4) developed a technique involving the
rote menorization of lists of nonsense sy11ables, and then tested
recall after a designated amor-rnt of time. This technique was used
for the next 60 years as the basic procedure in the study of verbal
memory (54).
In 1913, Thorndike (17) explained forgetting in terms of
the 1aw of disuse. "l{lhen a modifiable connection is not made between
a sitr:ation and a response during a length of tirne, that connectionts
strength is decreased" (L7zZ). T?ris 1aw jnrplied that disuse, a
passive state in which necllanisns were inactive, resulted in weaken-
ing of bond corurections and therefore caused forgetting. Thorndike
吉
―
]
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believed only rehearsal or practice could strengthen the bond
coru:ections and decrease forgetting, i.e., 'lractice makes perfect."
rn 1932, McGeogh (s2:s59) challenged T?rorndike,s e4plana-
tion of forgetting.
In time all events occur, but to use time as an ex-planation *r+d be to explain in tenns so perfectly general
as to be merningless. To say that nere di'suse, rniit"
account for forgetting is too general to be meiningfut.
McGeogh argued that forgetting can be made to vary by the introduction
of variable conditions during the intenral between presentation and.
reproduction. varying these factors should cause forgettiag to vary
if they are important conditions of forgettiag.
Jenkins and Dallenbach (29) provided evidence to support
McGeogh's (32) hypothesis. The retention of syllables was compared
after eqr:al intervals of sleeping and waking. The inportant factors
were the conditions of the intervals, the waking intervals being
rnrch more fiIled with interpolated events. Results indicated that
on the average, more tlran tw'ice as many sy11ables were reproduced
by subjects after sleeping than after waking. Jenkins and Dallenbach
concluded that forgetting is a matter of the active blocking of the
old by the new, rather than of a passive decay. McGeogh (32), on
the basis of evidence such as Jenkins' and Dallenbach's, concluded
that other factors besides disuse, such as varying interpolated
conditions, could explain forgetting.
In 1949, Hebb (7:lz) made the assr:nrption that ,'the memory
trace, the basis of learning, is in sone way structural and static.,,
He proposed a dual trace nechanism, emphasizing that an active and
?、
、
、
、
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wrstable transient memory trace rnight also exist. Repeated firiag
of a ceIl could cause this r,mstable trace to become static as a
result of stnrctural changes in the synapses. A repeatedly used
cormection becomes permanent after a certain growth period utren
stnrctural changes carmot be reversed, Until the grounh period has
caused a cormection to be irreversible, an unused connection decays
over time. The dual trace neclranism consisted of an activg unstablg
transient memory, and a static, stnrctural menory system that r{,as
more permanent. This transient memory systern was the for.urdation for
the explanation of short-term memory (54).
As a result of Hebbts work, controversy arose as to the
distinction of short-term and long-term memory systems. were they
two separate systems, each obeying different 1aws, or, on the other
hand, did laws for short-term menory hold for long-term memory,
thus establishing a r:nitary theory? Melton (33) argued for a unitary
theory of memory, stating that recall after a few seconds is affected
irr very similar ways by the variables that govern reca11 over rnrch
longer intervals; therefore, the distiaction between a short-term
memory system and long-term memory system is purely arbitrary.
Adams (1) reported evidence supporting the dual nechanisns
of memory. Short-term memory is customarily asdr.uned to have a srnall
capacity compared to long-term menory. The capacity of long-term
nemory is not easily expressed, but considering the tremendous nuriber
of things that can be remembered, it certainly is huge. This dis-
crepancy between the two menory systens is one reason for believing
in two memory compartnents. Itiith practice capacity can increase,
＼
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which can be ilterpreted as transfer from short-term memory to
long-term store. Another reason for the belief in two separate
systems is based on interference. Melton (33) concluded that the
distinction between short-term mernory and long-term memcry is
invalid because of comnon mechanisns that apply to both systems.
Adams (1) challenged this view on the gror.nrds that short-term
menory and long-term mernory respond to different kiads of ilterfer-
ence. Interference in short-term store occurs along the dfunension of
sound or acoustic similarity (52,53), while with practice, the laws
of interference shift from acoustic to sernantic, or from short-term
memory to long-term memory.
In stnnnary, Ebbinghaus (4) used the rote memorization of
nonsense sy11ables as the basic procedure in the study of hunan
menory. Ttrorndike (17) erylained forgettiag in terms of the 1aw of
disuse, where weakerning of bond corulections as a result of inactivity
carlsed forgetting. Ttris explanation was challenged in 1932 by
McGeogh (32) because evidence showed that other factors such as
retroaction could cause forgetting. Hebb (7) introduced a dr:a1
trace mech,anism consisting of an active, urstable, transient memory,
and a static, strLrctural memory system that was more permanent. This
transient system was the initial erplanation of short-term memory.
controversy arose as to the distinction of short-term and long-term
memory systesm. Melton (33) believed in a r.uritary system, rdrereas
Adams (1) gave evidence for dual mechanisns in terms of different
types of interference. Acoustic similarity is evident in short-term
store r,vtrile with practice, it takes on meaning and is transferred to
long-term store.
11
Trace Decay Theory
Wtren refe:ring to either short-term or long-term memory,
it is well-lnown that r:nless information is attended to, rapid
forgetting takes place (54). Information that is retained in short-
term memory requires the sustained attention of the subject. If
rehearsal of this information is blocked or interfered with, then
the information will be lost from the systen in approximately 60
seconds (2). Ttris has 1ed many theorists to nake speculations
regarding the nature of the menory 1oss, the result being that the
two nain theories of forgetting energed. Decay theory assr-unes that
when something is learned a nenory trace is formed that spontaneously
decays over retention iaterval-s. Because of spontaneous decay
activity prior to learning or interpolated between 1-earning and
recall, it is assuned to be independent of forgettiag with time
being the sole determinant.
The basis for trace decay theory was Broadbentrs (23)
modeL of a limited capacity information processing system. The
basic rpdel was in the form of a Y-shaped tube and a set of snal1
balls. The ba1ls represented the iaformation from various stinnrli.
rhe branches of the tube represented different sensory channels,
and they led irrto a narrow tube on the botton of the y ntrich repre-
sented a response output, "so that the process of dropping a ball into
the arms and obsenring its emergence at the bottom is analogous to
that of deliveriag a stinnrlus and obsewing a response" (23:206).
L2
The narrow tube was only able to process a limited anount of
information at a time. The information waitiag in the tube to
be processed was stored in iJmnediate or short-term menory. If
infounation remained in either one of the tr:bes past a critical
tfune limit, it would be lost fron the system. A certain amowrt of
information uas visualized, however, ELs being recirculated back
tlrough a rehearsal loop until the limited capacity system could
process it. Rehearsal, therefore, restored the trace to its original
strength. Broadbent (23) found that if the iaformation was stored
in the inrnediate or short-term memory system for more than a second,
it was less efficiently recalled. Since only one item could be
rehearsed at a time, some informational items were lost from memory
if there was a considerable amourt of information to be processed.
Information would decay if rehearsal r.rras blocked. To strpport the
theory of trace-decay, Brown (24) found a delay of several seconds
was long enorgh to result in forgetting when rehearsal was blocked.
Broadbent (2:226) interpreted Brovrnrs theory as follows:
Ttre presented material forms a trace which decays
rapidly but cannot be restored by rehearsaL. Since all
the items cannot be rehearsed sinnrltaneously, there is alimit to the nr.mber of itens which can be kept in exis-
tence as traces by rehearsing each in turn and returning
to the first when the last has been rehearsed. Beyond a
nuriber fixed by the rate of decay, and the rate of
rehearsal, the first trace will have disappeared completely
before the last has been rehearsed. If this number of
items has been reached, any other activity which iater-
feres with rehearsal will cause a failure of recall. If
the nunber of traces is s:nall the extra activity nay be
carried out during the interval -between successive rehearsals.
The traces nay safely be allowed to decay a littLe before
the next rehearsal.
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Brown (24) fouurd that the time at utrich the interpolated act was
introduced between presentation and recall was not important.
In 1959, Peterson and Peterson (37) studied recaII
for irtdivi&ral items after several short intenrals. The subject
was presented with a consoruult sy1lab1e, asked to spel1 it, and
irnmediately speak a three digit nr.uriber. T?re subject then counted
baclar,rard, and at the end of the interval the subject attempted to
reca11 the consonant syl1ab1e. Reca11 i.rttenrals of 3, 6, g, LZ,
15, and 18 seconds were used. Significant forgetting ot/er these
short intenrals was found. Peterson and Peterson concluded that
short-term retention was an important though neglected aspect of
the acquisition process.
In 1963, Posner (38) found that several studies showed
some decline in accuracy of reca1I over a retention interval when
there was no interpolated activity, and, therefore, some trace
decay was occurrring. Posfinan (14) concluded that evidence supported
a trace-decay theory of rapid forgetting in a matter of seconds
r,*ren rehearsal was blocked. Postman observed a najor problem in
testing decay was haviag to measure forgetting as a fimction of
time and preventing rehearsal at the same time. In a test of verbal
retention, Posner and Konick (41) used four interpolated tasks to
prevent rehearsal. rncluded were rest, recording digit pairs,
cor.mting baclmard by three's, and cl.assification of digit pairs
into high or low and even or odd categories. Ttrey fotrnd stored items
tend to lose precision of information over time, but these effects
could be redrrced wtren fuIl capacity was available for rehearsal.
L4
Forgetting was found to be a fi:nction of the nr.unber of stored
items and their similarity rdren rehearsal was prevented by inter-
polated activity.
The first study of short-term motor memory was conducted
by Adams and Dijkstra (18) in 1966. Ttrey were interested in the
question of wtrether short-term motor memory followed the same basic
laws of verbal short-term memory. Ttre purpose of their study was
to deterrnine if, for motor responses, accuracy of reca11 decreased
rapidly as a firnction of time measured in seconds. Ttre task was to
blindly position a lever at a designated pre-determined movement
length controlled by the erperirnenter, and then, after a retention
interval, attempt to reproduce the criterion length, Retention
intenrals of 5, 10, 15r 20r 50, 80, ild 120 seconds were used.
Accuracy of recall was forsrd to decrease as a fr.mction of tinre.
Ttrese findings were consistent with findings for verbal short-term
nemory. The nunber of reiaforcements of the criterion length were
also varied so the subject received one, three, or six reinforcements.
An increase jn accuracy of reca1l rnas formd for an adequate nr-urber
of reinforcements. Ttrese findings were consistent with the hypothesis
of a decaying memory trace that becones increasiagly stable with
reinforcement. The thought of a unitary theory for both verbal and
notor responses became evid.ent, but as investigators began exploring
motor reca1l, other factors cane into view. Ttris nade comparisons
to verbal short-term memory difficult.
Posner (40) determined the effect of recall intervaL on
short-term motor memory usirrg a lever positioning task. subjects
15
were assigned randornly to four groups: visual location, visual
distaace, kinesthetic location, and kinesthetic distance. Ttre
only difference between visual and kinesthetic groqps was whether
or not the box containing the lever was covered. visual gror:ps had
both visual and kinesthetic information while the kinesthetic sub-
jects had only kiaesthetic information. The distance groups repro-
duced the total distance the ann moved. The location groups attempted
to reproduce the end-point of a movement. Retention intervals of
zero and 20 seconds were used. Dtrring the 20-second interval the
subject either rested or perforned an interpolated digit classifica-
tion task. Forgettiag was significant for all conditions except
visual location with interpolated rest dr.ring the retention intenral.
Ialith visual information, forgetting is greatly iacreased by the
interpol-ated activity, while with kinesthetic information it is not.
The trace of kinesthetic and distance information was already decayed
after 20 seconds of rehearsal blocking activity, according to Posner's
conclusion
Stelmach (45) examirred r,'rhether short-term retention in a
simple positioning task was affected by the number of prior position-
ing responses. srbjects were given three target positions of 10, 60,
and 90 degrees; three retention intervals of 5, 15, and s0 seconds;
and either zero, two, or four prior positioning responses. rncreasing
error with increasing retention intervals was fowrd ntren there were
no prior positioning responses. The results were interpreted in
terms of decay of the menory trace.
A trace-decay theory of the motor system was supported
by schmidt and Ascoli (43). subjects npved a slide a pre-determined
distance down a traclarray, without yisual cues, so
was kinesthetic. After a 10-second interval the
the movernent, followed by an intertrial intenral ,
their only cue
subjects estimated
of either 10 or 90
seconds. No significant proactive iaterference was fornd in the
difference between 10- and 90-second intenrals.
Stelmach and Barber (47) had subjects position a freely
moving slide on a traclcr,ray by moving to a position determined by
the experjmenter. The subjects then estirnated the position four
times with knowledge of results, ild after a 30-second retention
interval, they again estinated the criterion position. subjects in
the interference group followed the same procedure except they noved
to an interference position in the opposite direction for four trials
with l,rnowledge of results. After a S0-second retention interval
they recalled the original movement. Results indicated that sig-
nificant anounts of forgetting occurred in both the control and the
interpolated group. Ihe mean absolute errors of both groups were
not significantly different; therefore, interference had litt1e
effect on forgetting over the control condition. Stelmach and Wilson
(49) had three retention jntervals of i:nnediate reproduction, 20-second
rest, and 20 seconds of interpolated angle production accomplished by
noving the lever. Forgetting was significant over the 20-second rest
and 2O-second interpolated activity intervals as measured by absolute
error. Ihis meant that in the 2O-second interval the trace of the
criterion position decayed.
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In yet another lever positioning task, Bunr,ritz (3) gave
ftrrther evidence for a decay theory. subjects were given only one
acquisition and one recall trial to reduce proactive interference
in a lever positioning task. o:e group received proprioceptive,
auditory, and visr:al feedback, and a second group did not. A five-
second rest, 90-second rest, and 90-second digit classification were
used as interpolated activity. Itlhen feedback was given ttrrough
proprioception, audition, and vision, there was no significant for-
getting during the urfilled 90-second interwal. Itltren feedback was
not given, there was a significant decrement in recall. Trace-decay
theory states that if rehearsal is blocked the trace decays. For-
getting seemed to occur as a re$r1t of poor feedback causing a weak
trace that could not be retained for the entire intenral. Ttre strong
trace resulting from the intact feedback ctrarrrels was significantly
affected by interpolated actiuity. h.rnr,ritz (3) interpreted this as
activity vrhich blocked rehearsal and, therefore, resulted irr trace
decay.
According to trace-decay theorists (11), the trace in short-
term memory was maintained by rehearsal. rf rehearsal was blocked
or the subjectrs attention was taken amy, the trace quickly decayed
and forgetting was the result. The anourt of forgetting increased
ruith the length of the retention interval until the trace was lost
from short-term nemory. The most important factor in forgetting
emphasized by the trace-decay theorists was the time intenral
between presentation and recalI.
Interference Theory
Interference theory views forgetting as a result
peting responses that, haviag been learned either before
a criterion item, somehow disnrpt the nemory trace (54).
of com-
or after
'The
interference theory of forgetting is an active process of experi-
encing interpolated events and should be contrasted to the passive
theory of trace decay" (15: ).
Melton (53:6) suggested the focus of the interference
theory of forgetting is
the notion that retrieval is a firnction of interactions
beBveen prior traces and new traces at the time of the
formation of the new traces, as well as interactions
resulting irr active interference and blocking of retrieval.
Th-is theory, rdrich has been refined and corrected in a nr.uiber of
ways (13), "accepts the hypothesis of irreversibility of traces and
interprets all failures of retrieval or utilization as instances of
stfurnrlus change or interference" (33:6).
unde:ruood (51) stated rpst forgetting nnrst be a fi.mction
of the learning of tasks which interfere with wtrat has already been
learned. tlndernood tested the forgetting of rote-learned materials
over a 24-hour retention interval and concluded that the nost criti-
cal factors in forgetting were similarity of the iaterpolated activity
with the previously learned naterial and the situational similarity
within tj:e list. Posner (39) concluded irr a review of several
studies that the amoult of forgetting was due to the difficulty of
tJ:e interpolated task rather than si:nilarity of the task,
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Posner and Konick (4L:222) investigated the effect of
similarity and difficulty of interpolated activity in verbal
short-term memory contrasting tr^o general views of the locus of
forgetting.
In the first view which is called "Trace Comparison"the degree of forgettiag is a ftmction of the relitive
strength of the stored itern as compared with other similaritens at the moment of recall. Forgetting increases in
time either because previous itens utrich were inhibited
at the moment of presentation of the new item recover
increasingly over a retention intenral or because for
some re€Lson other than interference the strength of the
stored item decreases over the intenral. The-former
nechanism is associated with ihterference notions while
the latter would be more compatible with decay theory.
In both views however, the role of interference is to
rm.ry the competition between traces at reca11. This
general position contrasts with the "Acid Bath" view in uhichinterfering items interact with the stored trace sirnrl-
taneously &ring the retention interva1. Ttris view suggests
that the trace itself is destroyed not only as a fr.nrction
of time, but also as a function of the nr.unber and similarity
of stored items.
Five interpolated conditions of rest, recordirrg digit pairs, addition
of digit pairs, cor.nting baclqrrards by three's, and classification of
digit pairs into high or 1ow and odd or even were used. A11 three
tasks had identical effects on the recall of digits and consonants;
therefore, sinilarity between stored and interpolated items would
not seem to be the cause of forgetting. Posner and Konick concltrded
forgetting increased with task difficulty.
stelnach (46) had subjects perform either a rnimic or an
interpolated lever positioning task, or they rested during retention
intervals of 10, 30, or 60 seconds. It hras suggested that the amount
of interpolated activity has 1ittle bearing on kinesthetic retention;
therefore, Stelmach concltrded no support for an interference theory
interpretation.
|
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Blick and Bilodeau (?2) investigated the effect of direction
of an interpolated task on reproduction of the criterion distance
in an arc draw'ing task. The interpolated distance was the same
length as the criterion except in the opposite direction. Results
indicated no decrement in recall was caused by the interpolated task.
Stelmach and Barber (47) for.urd no significant interference when the
iaterference position in the opposite direction was used, In a
recent study, Frekany (55) investigated the d.irectional effect of
interference using a linear positioning apparatus. Subjects were to
reproduce a criterion movement of 44 cm follor+ing either zero, one,
or two interfering movements duriag retention irrtenrals of 15, zs,
and 35 seconds. The interfering movenents were either in the same
or opposite direction to the criterion. Results indicated movements
shorter arrd in opposite direction to the criterion m)vement resulted
in overestimation of the criterion movement. Frekany (55) concluded
that the direction of iaterpolated movements is an i:rportant variable
that should be taken into account in explanations of iaterference
effects irr motor short-term merrnry.
usiag a lever positioniag task, Stelmactr and wilson (a9)
e:carnined the effect of duration of interpolated response on response
biasing. Retention intenrals of five and zo seconds were used. The
experimental groups held the interference position for the duration
of the intenral. Response biasing r.'as found to be related to the
time spent at the location. A greater movement caused an increase
in recall error in the positive direction, 8r1d lesser movement caused
recall error to increase in a negative direction. This effect was not
greater for the 20-second interval than for the five-second interwal.
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Ascoli and schnidt (19), using a linear slide positioning
task, had subjects perform zero, two, or four different positions
prior to perfonning the criterion. After performing the criterion
movement, the subject rested for either 10 or 120 seconds before
recalling the criterion. As the nuriber of prior positions increased,
subjects were found to systematically undershoot the criterion. Re-
sults indicated these prior movements did cause interference in recall
of a criterion movernent. Using a lever positioning task, Roy and
Davenport (42) l:.e'd retention intervals of 60 or 90 seconds, where
subjects perforned zero, two, or four interpolated trials. Forgetting
was found to be significantly greater with four i:rterpolated trials
than two or zero. Patrick (35) had subjects perfo:m either one or
five repetitions of the interpolated task, and the tenrporal position
of the iaterpolated resporrses was either inunediate or after a 15-
second delay. Patrick concluded the tenporal position of the inter-
polated response was Inore important than the nurber of repetitions
in affecting response bias. A recency effect seemed to be the
influence accor:nting for these results.
Ellis (54) iavestigated the effect of magnitude and place-
nent of an interference force using a grip strength task. Inter-
ference forces of either 10 pourds greater or 10 pounds ress than
the criterion were used. Placenent of the iaterference force was
either five or 35 seconds after presentation of the criterion, and
the total retention jrrterval was 40 seconds. A11 grorrps showed
overshooting on reproduction of the criterion. Results indicated
that the magnitude and placement of the interference force did not
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affect acs)racy or consistency on reproduction trials. E1lis (5a:19)
concluded no support for an interference theory of motor short-term
memory. "Generally, interference theorists explain that a decrement
in recaI1 accuracy is due to the effect of interference activity
rather than trace decay."
Assimilation Theory
Assimilation refers to the pooling of memory traces to
form one trace. One of the nore effective nethods of examining
this theory is to have interference tasks that are greater than
and less than the criterion. The response bias produced by the
interaction of the interference memory trace is a nethod of
determining how assimilation theory occurs and to ufrrat elcent. (54)
In one of the most i:rportant studies in motor short-term
memcry, Pepper and Herman (36) used a task consisting of applyirrg
force to a control lsrob in a designated direction of up or down
and for a designated magnitude of force. Reca11 errors were
examined after an urfilled rest intenral, after interpolated back-
ward cou::ting, and after interpolated forces. Results indicated
litt1e increase in reca11 error in all unfilled intenrals. Sig-
nificantly greater reca11 errors were for:nd as a restrlt of backrdard
counting dr:ring the retention intenrals than for the resting con-
dition. These errors were in a positive direction (overshootiag).
Recall performance tended to improve with irrcreasing retention
iIttervals r,'rhether the subject was actively cor:nting baclq^rard or
resting passively. Ttris meant that less overshooting ocorrred as
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the length of the retention intenral increased from four to 12 to
30 seconds. The subject's tendency to overshoot the criterion was
interpreted as a response set. As a result of some factor such as
past experience, the subjects perceived the forces to be higher than
they acttrally were. As tine passes tmtil recaIl, the trace decays
toward the actual value of the criterion force and it wiLl be rnore
accurate if recaII occurs after a longer tirne irrtenral. The back-
ward courtilg caused an increase in the leve1 of general nnrscle
tension and, therefore, iacreased the represented intensity of the
decaying nemory trace of the criterion force. The effect of inter-
polated forces was also significant. Interpolated force rnagnitude
had a directional biasing effect on the memory trace of the criterion.
The two traces interacted in a certain way that their intensities
were pooled. Therefore, an interpolated force greater in nagnitude
than the criterion force caused the iatensity of the criterion
memory force to be increased. This pooling effect was called
assimilation.
Herman and Bailey (28), using the sane apparatus as pepper
and Herman (36), supported their theory of assimilation. Results
indicated that greater magnitude forces produced larger recall
errors than lesser forces, counting resulted in greater errors than
sitting, and the l4-second interstinnrlus retention intenral produced
a greater contrast 
€rmong activities than did a four-second inter-
stirmrlus response interTral.
craft and Hinrichs (26), using a lever positioniag task,
found the effect of length of the interference task significant.
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Shorter interpolated length prodrrced greater negative error, &d
longer interpolated length produced greater positive error.
Patrick (35) studied vfiether interpolated motor activity
produces interference in motor short-term memory. He used a simple
linear slide positioning task. The task of each subject was to
make a blind positioning movement, then reproduce it as accurately
as possible after an interpolated activity. Placement of the inter-
polated actiuity was either imnediately or 15 seconds after criterion.
A retention intervaL of 25 seconds was used. Interpolated movements
were both greater and less than the criterion. Results indicated
that interpolated motor activities affected the subjecfls response
bias. The direction of the amplitude of the interpolated response,
and response length were important factors influencing response bias.
In a major study in 1973, Laabs (S1) hypothesized that
reproduction of movement was based on a referent or central npve-
nent in addition to the memory trace of the criterion movenent. With
forgetting, more emphasis will be given to the referent movement or
adaptation 1eve1 (8), dr:ring reprodtrctions. As a result there'vdll
be an assirnilation toward the central rpvenent position or distance.
The interpolated activity is not seen as directly irrteractirrg with
the decaying trace of the criterion, but with the referent or
adaptation leve1 of the subject.
Trumbo, Milone, &d Noble (50) had subjects attenpt to
reproduce criterion movernents in h+rich trials were varied in
criterion rucvement length, nuunber and length of interpolated mcve-
ments, ild the hand used in exeanting the criterion movement. The
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groups differed in cornbination of lrands used i.rr executing criterion,
interpolated, and recalI movements. Both positive and negative
directional biasiag effects of interpolated movements were present
for all groups suggesting interference indicative of the assimila-
tion, a pooling of criterion and interpolated nemory traces, was not
specific to use of the same response mechanism for origirral and
interpolated movements. The results indicated relevance for pooling
of original and iaterpolated activity rnay depend on the sinlilarity
of the response required, rather than on similarity or identity of
response nechanigrs as suggested by Pepper and Herman. (36) In this
study, assfunilation was found to occur even when the opposite hand
was used for interpolated activity.
According to Pepper and Herman, tension of rnrscles
other than the specific ones used to produce the criterion
would result irr augmentation of the tiace rather than
assimilation. Responses hrhich were sfunilar irr class were
theorized to be encoded and stored in the same way regard-
less of the nnrscle groups employed in responding. Therefore,
assimilation occurred even when mlscles other than those
used to produce the criterion were trsed for iaterpolated
morements (36:25) 
.
Assimilation theory states that stored nemory traces are
combined resulting in a single trace'that is the basis for movement
or force reproduction. The direction of reproduction error is
determined by the magnitude of the iaterfering activity, either
greater or less than the criterion motor act. Reproduction is
based on a trace that is intermediate in value to the traces of the
criterion and interference tasks. Pepper and Herman (s6) theorized
that the subjectts response set determines the direction of recalI
error following an r-nrfiLled interval. Laabs (31) explained that
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reproduction is based on a referent, or central movernent in com-
bination with the criterion trace. Assimilation was also for.rrd
to occur even when the opposite hand was used to prodr.rce the
interpolated activity.
Itlodels of Srort-Term lvbtor Memory
A dual process theory of rptor short-tenn menory wEls
proposed by Pepper and Herman (36) in 1970. Ttre theory incor-
porated decay and iaterference features. A rrariety of independent
variables were str:died. Ttrese inch:ded the length of ttre retention
intenral, the application of various magnitudes of interpolated
forces applied irr either the sane or opposite direction to the
criterion force, and the nrunber of repetitions of the force response
occtrrring prior to the retention interval. The task consisted of
applying force of a given magn:itude and direction by either pustring
or pulling vertically on a control lcrob. pepper and Herman (36)
reported that force prodrrctions were biased in the direction of
iaterpolated forces. Interpolated forces greater in magnitude than
the criterion force resulted in larger force reproductions than did
interpol-ated forces smaller in magnitude ttran the criterion. Thus,
the recall response is nade r+rith reference to the altered trace
representation, and the directional error at recall is hypothesized
as the assfunilation effect.
Augmentation of the trace of the criterion notor act(-an increase in the rean represented intensity) ocorrs ifthe 1eveI of m:scle tensiorris increased, sucL-as by a changefrol a resting condition during the retention intenrar to ai
active condition. rf an interpolated rrctor act is used rdrich is
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of greater magnitude than the criterion motor act, then
an increase in mealr represented intensity is also-
obtained. If the interpolated motor act is of lesser
nagnitude, then a decrease in mean represented intensity
occurs. The recall response is always made w.ith
reference to the mgmegtagy state of the representedintensitL and in both the present study aird earlier
ones of motor sTM the directional e:ror of the response
was seen to be an assimilation effect: i.e., the -error
always shifted in the direction of the postuiated mean
represented intensity (36 :16) .
rnterference is seen as arisiag from changes in the prevail-
ing 1eve1 or strength of proprioceptive stinnrlation from the inter-
polated task, which leads to assimilation effects in that the reca11
response moves in the direction of the changed Ievel of sti:rulation.
These findings are attributed to Helson (8). pepper and Hermanrs
theory assr:med that (1) an accurate memory trace of the intensity of
a motor response is initially stored, but is subject to decay in the
negative direction over tfune, (z) the decay occurs on the,dimension
of represented intensity of the response, (s) traces produced by two
responses iateracting to produce a trace of intermediate intensity,
and (a) duriag recaIl, responses are produced by attempting to repro-
duce the momentary irrtensity of the decaying memory trace.
Laabs (31) , i-n 1973, iatrodrrced a theory which is sirnilar
to Pepper and Herman's in terms of assimilation although the u:der-
lying process is different. Laabs invisioned the retention of motor
responses quite differently and proposed two modes of storage in
motor short-term nenory. "0ne mode uses a kinesthetic rnenory code
wtrich is subject to spontaneous forgetting and the other uses a
central memory code which is subject to forgetting when rehearsal is
blocked" i31:175). I?re task used in this shrdy was a lever position-
ing task. (At this point it should be noted that pepper and Herman
used force production as the basic motor item wrlike Laabs who
used rnovement e)ftent. Therefore, it is possible that equivocal
results night suggest different memory codes and storage for
force and movement extent.) A major implication of i,aabs's paper
was the inportance of using both constant error and variable error
in the irrvestigation of motor short-term menory.
As the nemory trace decays, the subject is less able
to 
_rnake perfect reprodrrctions and his inconsistenry isreflected in his variable error. Ttus, \lE became -the
appropriate index of decay. Constant error is viewed as
the measure that reflects the assimilation effects present
at recall (31:18).
According to Laabs, reproductions were nade irr terms of an average
or central movenpnt similar to the concept of adaptation 1evel over
a set of movements to be reprodrrced. (8)
It is proposed that with forgettiag whether due to
dgcay within the kinesthetic rnode of storage, more enphasis
t1n.ll.be given to the referent movernent or AI during repro-duction. As a result there will be an assimilation tofuard
the central movement position when the location ctre is used
or toward the central movernent when the distance cue is used(31:176).
The main assunption of the noder was that the subject produces
a movement both in reference to the nemcry trace of the novement
and in reference to the AL of the set of movements presented. For
reproduction of ruovement ertents, the Pepper and Herman theory
predicted reprodtrctions to be characterized by undershooting while
Laabsrs theory predicted undershooting for long movements and over-
shooting for short movernents. ltlhen movements are ilterpolated
between the criterion and repro&rction movements, Pepper and Herman
predicted biasing effects in the direction of the e>Gent of
|
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the interpolated movement. Laab's theory did not make
specific predictions with reference to interpolated movements. It
is assumed that iaterpolated movements become parE of the average
or central movement comprising the adaption leve1 (8). The inter-
polated motor act is not seen as directly interacting with the
decaying trace of the criterion motor act as in pepper and Herman's
theory, but it interacts with the referent or average movement.
Methods of Studying Retention
In the paradigm of short-term motor memory, ttre most widely
used notor acts of measuring retention have been lever positioning
tasks. Gentile (6) has reported the use of a task involving hori-
zontal positioning responses of the arm by Hollinguorth in 1909.
Brren today, researchers are sti1l usiag the same task to study
retention of motor acts. Tlrere has been some controversy as to
hltlich procedure should be used to introduce the criterion movement.
For e:<ample, there is the impact approach which involves r.rsing a
peg or block or pia to stop a subject initiated movement. Passive
positioning invoLves the zubject restiag his arm on a lever with
the experimenter moving the lever to a partictrlar position, holdi:tg
it there, &d then returning it to the starting point. Irhrt.eniuk
and Roy (10), after giving verbal instnrctions concerning the aerial
extent of the test positions, had subjects produce a particular
angular displacement. The morrement produced by the subjects defined
the criterion.
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Itlhen sttrdying short-term motor memory, few have attempted
to devise or use ner^r or different tasks to meazure retention.
Jenkins (30), in 1947, used various types of aircraft controls to
study the accurary of reprodrrcing pressures ranging from one to 60
pou:ds. In 1961, Batrrick and Nobl,e (21) trained subjects to exert
scaled amounts of force on a semirigid control stick irr response to
scaled lengths of lines presented on a memory dnun, testing sti-nu,rlus
and response discriminability. rn 1968, Henry and Norrie (27) devised
arl apParattrs for kiaesthetically monitoring force reproduction tasks.
}tihen studying the ability to reproduce a force it is often
desirable to elimirrate contamiration with amotmt of movement.
The device described here keeps movement to a nininunn, can
be iaexpensively constt:ucted, and results are easily recorded(27:797) 
.
Norrie (34) used this apparatus which consisted. of a vertical steel
bar to r^+rich a pointer and a handle were attached in a 1968 study.
wren the trandle was pushed, the subject caused the bar to bend
slight1y, moviag the pointer which, through a linkage systen, greatly
magnified the anorrnt of bend. The greater the force applied to the
trandle, the further the pointer moved. consequently, the amount of
pointer movement was proportional to the amormt of bend in the netal
bar and to the force applied to the bar. Ttre amoturt of movement
involved was very gna1l, a mere .13 inches , thus eliminatiag move-
ment cues.
In their classic study in 1970, Pepper and Herman (36) also
used a force production task. Their rationale was that mostly all
studies of motor short-term memory have used tasks involvirrg the
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mcvement of a lever a given distance along an arc or the linear
movement of a slide along a track. "The use of a force response
as the basic rrptor itern permits an analysis of the generality of
the firrdings from the prior sttrdies of motor SII'I using movement
extents" (36:3). Ttre subjectts task was to apply force of a given
rnagnitude and direction by either pushing or pulling vertically
on a control }rrob attached to a force transducer. As in the
apparatus used by Norrie {54) the maxi:nrm exLent of physical nove-
ment of the lnob was .08 mm, so that movement e)€ent was not available
as a cue to the subject.
In 1974, Morris and McEachran (57) studied the accuracy
and consistenry of perceiviag and recording submaxjrnal grip strength.
The testing apparatus was a cable-tensiometer attached to a T-5
orthopedic testing attactunent. clarke (25) concluded ia a study
testing instrr.unents for recording rmrscle strength that the cable-
tensiometer had the greatest precision for strength testiag.
Lever positioning tasks have determined the paradigm of
short-term motor memory for the past 68 years. Few researchers
have attenrpted to devise other methods of str-rdying retention. Aside
fron lever positioning tasks, force production tasks have been used
to study retention. Pepper and Herman (36) conducted the most
important study involving force production. New techniques of sttrdy-
ing short-term motor memory seem necessary if researchers are to
come to any conclusions as to how that systern operates using dif-
ferent motor tasks.
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Error Terms
The reprodrrction of a criterion act is usually recorded
in deviation units from a perfect reproduction and reported in the
form of absolute error--the anount of error on a reprodrrction trial
regardless of the direction of the error, calculated by subtracting
the criterion score from the reproduction trial score; constant
error--the mean of the signed error; or variable error--the standard
deviation of the reproduction error scores about their mean. A
brief review of short-term motor memory literature showed that
authors have used either absolute error, constalrt error, variable
error, or a conbination of the three. According to Stelmach (16),
this accotmted for some of the confusion in the short-term motor
memory literature. An example given by Stelmach of the confirsion
generated by t.I.e use of these variables can be seen r+hen examining
the effects of interpolated activity on reca1l. Pepper and Herman
(36) reported that constant enior is shifted irr a positive direction;
Posner and Konick (41) report no change in absolute error; stelmach
and Walsh (48) for.urd significant differences in constant error but
no change in absolute error. Stelnach and Wilson (49) stated changes
in absolute error can arise from changes in constant error, variable
elror, or a combination of both. It is essential to analyze at
least two of the dependent neasures in order to interpret recalL
erTor.
In 1973, Schutz and Roy (a ) examiaed all three dependent
measures in an attempt to arrive at '\.mambiguous definitions"
regarding the statistical and logical meanings of the measures
of recall. Their conclusions were as follows:
The fact that 
-any one of the three error scores,ffi, G, or \IE, can be predicted from the knowledge of
the other two implies nore than just the restriction
of data analyses to any two of these dependent variables.
Absolute error is the variable wh-ich nnrst be eliminated,for it is uninterpretable except as a weighted sr.un of
CE and \lE, consequently is strongly correlated with both
these error scores. The fivo variables CE and \lE not only
describe upst distributions, but are also statistically -
independent. Consequently the joiat use of these two
statistics is a valid procedure (44:1-52).
Sunnary
A dual trace mechami$n was first proposed in 1g4g (T).
This mechanism consisted of an active unstable transient memory,
and a static, stnrctural nemory system that was rore permanent.
Before becorning part of the nechanism that was permanent, the memory
was part of the active, wrstable, transient memory, tlat could lose
information rapidly in the absence of rehearsal. However, dtr
constant rehearsal, changes in the stt:uctural system occur and the
memory becomes permanent. Some theorists (33) argued for a uritary
theory of memory rather than a dual theory. short-term memory was
assuned to have a smaller capacity ttran long-term memory. Itrith
practice, capacity was jncreased r+hich rrnas interpreted as transfer
of information from short-term memory to long-term memory.
Thlo theories developed to explain forgettiag over short
time periods were trace-decay and interference theory. According
to trace-decay theorists (2123), the amount of forgetting is
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determined by the length of the retention interval, the interval
between presentation and recall. As the length of the retention
interval increases, forgetting increases. rf rehearsar is blocked
by interpolated activity, the mernory trace weakens and decays over
time until it is lost from the nenory system. Interference theory
(33r4lr51) suggests that a decrement irr recall accuraqf is a result
of the sirnilarify, d.ifficulty, and placement of the interpolated
activity in reLation to the criterion task.
Assimilation theory (36) was developed to erplain the
effects of interference. The theory stated that stored memory
traces are combined resultirrg in a single trace that is the .basis
for movement or force reproduction. rnterpolated activity greater
in nagnitude than the criterion will cause reproduction error to
shift in the positive direction, ild interpolated activity lesser
in magnitude uri1l cause reproduction error to shift in the negative
direction.
T\4ro models (31136) of short'term motor menory were irrtro-
duced. One model (36) proposed a dual process ttreory incorporating
decay and iaterference features. Ttre theory assumed that an accurate
nenory trace of the intensity of a motor response is initially stored
and decays in the negative direction over time; the decay occurs on
the dimension of the represented intensity of the response; a trace
of intermediate iatensity is formed by traces of two responses; and
during recall, responses are produced by attempting to reproduce the
momentary intensity of the decaying memory trace. Another theory (31)
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proposed storage in a kinesthetic IIEmory code subject to spontaneous
forgetting when rehearsal is blocked. Mwements are reproduced
in reference to the mertory trace of the movement and in reference
to the adaptation (7) leve1 of the set of movements presented.
Popular methods of studying retention have been with lever
positioning tasks. Few researchers (36) have devised new methods
or different tasks to measure retention. Other atterpts have been
nade using force prodrrction tasks.
Different error terms, absolute error, constant error,
and rrariabl-e error have been r:sed in short-term motor memory litera-
ture, causing some confusion. Researchers (44) have suggested
using constant error and variable error r,,rithout absolute error as
a valid procedure in measuring short-term motor memory.
Chapter 3
METI]ODS AI{D PROCEDI'RES
The purpose of this chapter is to present the nethods
and procedures used to gather and analyze the data. The chapter
was divided into the foll-or,,.ing topics: selection of subjects,
testing instnrnents, methods of data collection, scoring of data,
treatrnent of data, ed srmnary.
Selection of Subjects
Participants were voLt-mteer right-handed nale undergraduate
and graduate students enrolLed at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York,
furing the spring semester, 1977. The subjects (N=50) hrere ran-
donly assigned to groups by drawing fron a specially designed deck
of cards. Cards were replaced in the deck after they were drar,rn.
There were five zubjects irr each of the eight experimental and two
control groups.
Testing Instnunents
The testing instrunent used to
scores was a cable-tensiometer attached
testing attaclunent. According to Morris
tensioneter had the greatest reliability
grip strength.
record force production
to a T-5 orthopedic
and Brigham (56) the cable-
'for the measurement of
36
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The iastnnnent was attached firmly to a wooden frame that
was clamped securely to the top of a table. The dial of the instru-
ment registered cable-tensiometer r:nits of force. A calibration
table was used which converted readings on the dial to pourds-force.
Ttre dial of the cable-tensiometer was at a 90-degree angle
with the line of sight of the subjects and, therefore, not directly
visible to them. Tho ni:rors were arranged to enable the subjects
to see the dial. One mirror was on the side and slightly in front
of ttre dial and r^ras directed to*ard the second mirror wtrich was
slightly behind the dial and directly in the zubject,s line of sight.
The second nirror co:rected the reversed image that the first mirror
reflected. A blank card was placed in front of the second mirror
to block the subject's view of the dial on all reproduction trials.
A Snedley Dlmamometer was used to record the jnterference force. It
was held in the subjectrs left lrand.
Arm rest was used by the subject to support the right arm
duriag force prodrrction and dr.rring rest intewals. The top of the
arm rest was at the sane height as the bottom of the handle of the
cable-tensiometer. A stop watch was used to time the retention
irtterval between trials.
Methods of Data Collection
Ttre zubject vras seated in front of the cable-tensiometer
so that when he gripped the handle of the iastnunent, his right arm
was elevated forraard to a horizontal position with the }rand in a
|
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middle position and he was able to see a reflection of the tensio-
meter dial in t]re mirror. The stool uas adjusted to a comfortable
height for each subject. The grip was adjusted to the hridth suitable
for each subject. Ttre criterion force was set at 40 1bs or zz kg
measured on the dial of the tensiometer. Ttre interference force
rras either 20 1bs greater (27 ks on the dynarometer) or z0 lbs less
(9 kg on the dynamoneter) than the criterion force, depending upon
the experimental group the subject was assigned. A standardized
set of directions was read to each subject (APPENDIX A).
I?re experimental groups had 10 blocks of three exertions
with a one-mirnrte intertrial rest period between each block of
trials. Each block of triaLs consisted of a criterion force exertion,
folLowed by a short rest, then a bilateral interference force
exertion followed by another short rest, and finally a reproduction
force. To produce the criterion force the subject looked at the
reflection of the dial in the mirror and exerted force r.urtil the
dial reached the designated Ievel. The subject was allowed six
I
seconds to achieve the required criterion force and then maintained
this force for the remaining tuo to three seconds r,sith virtually no
error. To produce the interference force the subject exerted force
on the Snedley Dmamometer, which was held in his left hand.
Ttrro retention intenrals of 15 and 50 seconds were r:sed.
The rest intenral between the criterion force and the interference
for the IS-second retention irrtenral was either five or 10 seconds,
and for the SO-second retention irttenral was either five or 25
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seconds deterrniaed by group assigrrnent. The magnitude of the
interference force for each group was either 20 por:nds greater
ttran the criterion force or 20 por.rrds less than the criterion.
The four e4perimental groups with the 15-second retention
interval were as follows: (1) an interference force of z0 por.u:ds
greater than the criterion and placed five seconds after it, (2) an
interference force of 20 pounds greater than the criterion and placed
10 second.s after it, (3) an ilterference force of zo pounds less
than the criterion force and placed five seconds after it, and (4)
an interference force of 20 por.rrds less tlran the criterion and placed
10 seconds after it.
The four experimental groups with the 3O-second retention
intenral were as follows: (1) an interference force of z0 pourds
greater than the criterion and placed five seconds after it, (2) an
interference force of 20 pomds greater than the criterion and placed
25 seconds after it, (3) an interference force of z0 pourds less
than the criterion and placed five seconds after it, and (a) an
interference force of 20 porrrds less ttran the criterion and placed
25 seconds after it.
D:ring the rest interval within each block, the subject
relaxed hi.s grip but remained in contact with the handle of the
tensiometer. The nirror was covered during the reproduction force
to prevent the zubject from seeing the gauge irr the nirror. rn
order to repro&rce the sriterion force, the subject r+as instnrcted
to concentrate on the feeling of tension in his hand and forearm and
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to exert force until he felt he had prodrrced a force equivalent
to the criterion.
The control groups had 10 blocks of trials. rn each block
the criterion force was produced by exerting force until the subject
was able to see the gauge in the mirror reach zz, tro].d it there for
a count of two, &d then re1ax. After a 15- or i0-second retention
interval, depending upon group assigrmrent, the subject attenpted to
reproduce the criterion force without being able to see the gauge
in the mirror.
Scoring of Data
Cable-tensiometer recordings of reprodrrcticn forces were
scored in rl:its and then converted to pourds usiag a caLibration
scale. The algebraic error score was computed for each reproduc-
tion force. An error score above the criterion force was given a
positive sign, and an error score slnaller than the criterion force
was given a negative sign. constant error was computed for each
subject. The variable error score was the standard deviation of
error scores about their mean. .constant error was a measure of
accuracy of the subjects in reproducing the criterion, &d variable
error measured the consistency of the reprodrrction trials.
Treafinent of Data
The study took the form of a z x z x z factorial design
with subjects randonly assigned to each treatnent conbination. An
4T
analysis of variance was used to determine if there was a sig-
nificant difference between trials withia subjects. An analysis
of variance was also used to assess the effects of retention inter-
val, interference force nagnitude, &d interference force place-
ment on constant error and variable error. Ihe D:nnett t statistic
was used to compare the constant error and rrariable error scores
for each experirnental group to the error scores of the trvo control
groups to determine if any of the experfunental groups differed
significantly fron the control grotrps.
Suurnary
Subjects were rnale volunteers enrolLed at Ithaca College
during the spring senester, L977. Five zubjects were randomly
assigned to each of the eight experimental and two control groups.
The instrr.unent to record force production scores was a cable-
tensiometer attached to a T-5 orthopedic attactrnent. A mirror
arrarrgement was designed to make the dial of the cable-tensiometer
visible to the subjects. A $nedley dynanometer was used to produce
the interference force.
The criterion force was set at 40 por.rrds and the inter-
ference force was either 20 pounds greater or 20 por.rrds less than the
criterion force. The experimeertal group had 10 blocks of three
exertions with a one-rninute iatertrial rest period between eactr
block of trials. Eac,h block of trials consisted of a criterion
force exertion, followed by a short rest, a bilateral interference
force exertion followed by another short rest, and a reproduction
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force. rhe criterion force was produced by lookirrg at the reflec-
tion of the dial in the nirror and exerting force r:ntil the needle
of the dial reached the designated force. rhe mirror was covered
on reproduction trials, causing the subject to reproduce the cri-
terion force using the feeling of tension in his hand and forearm.
The control groups produced the criterion force, sat passively for
either the 15- or.30-second retention irrterval, and then attempted
to reproduce the criterion force.
Constant el:Tor was a measure of accuracy and variable error
measured the consistenry of the reproduction trials. An analysis
of variance was r:sed to determine if there was a significant difference
between trials within subjects. An analysis of variance was also
used to assess the effects of retention iatenral, interference force
magnitude, ed interference force placement on constant error and
variable error. The D.rrrettts t test was used to compare the constant
error scores and the variable error scores of each experimental
group to the error scores of the two controL groups.
Chapter 4
ATIALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present the analysis of
data. The analyses are presanted iri the following order: reliability
of the data, analysis of constant error scores, analysis of variable
error scores, ild a swmary.
Reliability of the Data
The first analysis exarnined the raw scores of reproduction
trials for all subjects. A treafinent by subjects analysis of
variance'was used to deterrniae if arry trials were significantly
different from the other trials. Table 1 lists the means of the
trials for all zubjects. An examination of the means in Table 1
shows that the mean of the first trial across all zubjects of 8.5950
was considerably smaller than the means for trials two through 10.
These means ranged in size from 11.9308 for trial eight, to 15.5864
for trial three. With 9 and 490 degrees of freedom, & F ratio of
1.90 is required for significance at the .05 level. An F ratio of
2.404 for the main effect of trials exceeded the value required for
significance.
A second treatrcnt by subjects analysis of variance was
con&rcted excludirrg trial one to deterrnine if there were significant
differences among trials two through 10. yiith 8 and 441 degrees
of freedom, & F ratio of 1.90 was needed for significance at the .05
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Table l
Mean A■gebra■c Error Scores
Reproduction Trials l
in P u ds of Force
through 10
Tr■al Number Itlean Score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8.5950
14。0796
15。5864
15。0278
13.1538
12。1002
13。4776
11.9308
13。0942
12。8186
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Ievel. Ttre obtained F ratio of 1.?99 for the main effect of trials
did not exceed the ratio required for significance. Since trials two
through 10 were not significantly different, all subsequent analyses
were performed using these trials and excluding trial one.
A reliability estimate of the raw scores was determined with
an intraclass correlation procedure. using this procedure, variance
due to trials was divided by the between zubjects variance. These
components are derived from a treatnent by subjects analysis of
variance, considering the second through tenth trials as treatnents.
As is shom in Table Z, a reliability coefficient of 0.93 was found.
Analysis of Constant Error Scores
The mean of the algebraic scores, constant error (CE), was
calculated for trials two through 10 to find, on the average, how
accurate each subject was at reproducing the criterion force.
A swmary of the mean constant error scores for each
treatment combination is presented in Table 3. These were calculated
by averaging the cE scores for the five subjects in each group. A11
groups tended to overshoot, as indicated by the positive signs of ttre
cE scores. In tfie lS-second retention i:rtenral, cE scores ranged
from a 1ow of 10.925 for the group with an interference force (rF) of
20 pormds less than the criterion force placed 10 seconds following 'it,
to a high of 21.012 for the group with an IF of 20 pognds greater
than the criterion and placed ten seconds following it.
lrlagnitude affected CE scores when the placement of the IF was
ten seconds after the presentation of the criterion. with 20 pounds
less than the criterion, a CE score of 10.925 was calculated corpared
Table 2
Between Subjects Variance, Error Variance
and Intraclass Correlation
Between Subjects
Variance
Error
Variance
Intraclass
Co:relation
1065.5522 63.6662 0. 93
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to 2L.012 t,nrtren the IF was 20 pounds greater than the criterion. For
the placement of the IF five seconds after the criterion, just the
opposite was fourd. ltlith the IF 20 pounds less than the criterion,
a CE score of 16.739 was calculated, compared to a CE score of 14.445
wtren the IF was 20 pounds greater than the criterion.
In ttre S0-second retention intenral, G scores ranged from a
low of 3.L26 for the group with an IF of 20 porlrds less than the
criterion and placed five seconds following it, to a high of 22.632 for
the group rtrith an IF of 20 powrds greater than the criterion and
placed five seconds after it. Itlagnitude affected CE scores in the
30-second retention intenral when the placement of the IF was five
seconds after the presentation of the criterion. With a rnagnitude of
20 pomds less than ttre criterion, a CE score of 3.126 was obtained
compared to 2?.632 when the IF was 20 pounds greater than the criterion.
For the placement of the IF 25 seconds followirrg the criterion, the
opposite effect was found.. With an IF of 20 por-nrds less than the
criterion, 4 G score of 13.070 was obtained, corrpared to a cE score
of 12.050 when the rF r^ras 20 pounds greater than the criterion.
The Dunnett t test was used to determine if the CE scores of
any of the experimental groups were significantly different from the
CE of the controL groups. With 20 degrees of freedom a t statistic of
2.57 was needed for significance at the .0s level of confidence. As
is shown in Table 4, t ratios for both retention irrtervals were not
significant. Ttre conclusion was reached that none of the e4perimental
groups were different from the control groups as measured by cE.
S―ry
15-
Table 4
of Dunnett t Corparisons of the Mean Constant Error
Scores for Treatnent Gror.rps Using
and 30-Second Retention Intervals with Ttreir
Respective Control Groups
15‐Second Retention lnterval
Control Treatment Groups
11.7908
-20 Post
10.925
+20 Post
21。012
-20 Pre
16。759
+20 Pre
14。445
Difference
Between Treafrnent
and Control
Dunnett t Ratio
‐0。8658
-0。152
9.2212
0.405
4。9482
0。754
2.6542
1.40
30‐Second Retention lnterval
Control            ___Treatment Groups
-20 Post  +20 Post  ‐20 Pre
14。654     3.126    22.632    13.070
+20 Pre
12。050
Difference
Between Treatnent
and Control
D:nnett t Ratio
-11。524
1。759
7.978
1.2180
1。584
.2418
2。064
0。3975
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Analysis of Variable Error Scores
The standard deviation of the algebraic error scores was
calculated to find the variable error (w) score. \lE was used as a
measure of consistency on reproduction trials. The \E for each
experimental and control groups is shoam in Table 5. These were
calculated by averaging the ,/.E scores for the five zubjects within
each group to obtain a mean \lE. For the lS-second ietention intenral,
a magnitude of 20 pourds less than the criterion resulted in higher
\lE scores than nagnitudes greater than the criterion regardless of
placement. rn contrast, a magnitude of 20 potmds greater than the
criterion in the 30-second retention intewal resurted in higher \IE
scores compared to magnitudes 20 pounds less than the criterion, which
resulted in lower \lE scores regardless of terporal placenent. The
highest \E score was 9.782 for the group with an IF of 20 pounds
greater than the criterion and placed five seconds after it, and the
loruest \E score was 4.576 for the group with an rF of 20 pourds Less
than the criterion and placed five seconds after it.
The results of a D.mnett's t test comparing the vE of each
experimental group to the \E of the control groups are shown in Table
6. A ratio of 2.57 or higher was required for significance at the .05
leve1 of confidence. The obtained t ratio of 3.11 for the group urith
a magnittde of -20 pounds and placed five seconds after the criterion,
i:: the lS-second retention irrtenral, exceeded the ratio of z.s7
required for significance. The obtaiaed t ratio of 3.76 for the
equivalent grotrp in the 30-second retention intenral also exceeded the
ratio of 2.57 required for significance. It was concluded that these
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Table 6
slnnary of D:nnett t comparisons of the Mean variable Error
Scores for Treatnent Grorrps Usiag
15- and S0-Second Retention Intenrals with Their
Respective Control Groups
15-Second Retention lnterval
Control ____』壼墜聖聾 Groups
‐20 Post  +20 POst  ‐ re
4.8586     8。0524    6.990     9。5246
3.1938
2.1292
2.1314
1.4209
.666
3.1106λ
+20 Pre
6.4856
1。627
1。0846
Difference
Between Treatnent
and Control
Drnnett t Ratio
S0-Second Retention Interval
Difference
Between Treatnent
and Control
Drnnett t Ratio
Control ■9atment Groups
-20 POst  +20 Post  ‐20 Pre   +20 Pre
7.7854     6.215     7。599 4.756     9。782
1.5724    0。1864    3。0294    1.9966
1.9557    0.23184   3.7679■   2。483
鵞Significant at the .05 Level
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grorrys were significantly different from the control group in their
retention i:rtenral. Atl remainilg groups computed t ratios less than
2.57 and, therefore, were not significantly different from their
control group.
The main effect of duratipn of retention, placement, &d
magnitude of the rF, and the iateraction of these rrariables on \lE
scores, was determined by an analysis of variance. An F ratio of
lL.373L for the &rration x magnitude iateraction exceeded the value
of 4.15, which with one ar,d 32 degrees of freedorn is required for
significance at the .05 level. As shown in Table 7, nonsignificant
results were found for &,rration, place,ment, nagnihrde, duration x
placernent, &d placement x magnittrde.
To aid the interpretation of the significant interaction
between duration and magnitude, a.profile of the ce11 neans was
constructed and shorn in Figure 1. The means of the magnitudes of
interference across the &rration of the retention intervals of ls
and 30 seconds is illustrated in Figure 1. Ttrere is less variability
after 30 seconds when a rnagnitude of -20 pounds of interference was
used as contrasted to the variability following a lS-second interval.
At the S0-second retention interval there is less variability for a
magnitude of '20 pounds of interference than there is w'ith a rnagnitgde
of +20 pounds of interference.
To evaluate the sfurple nairt effects of duration and nagnitude,
the means of those effects were subjected to an analysis of variance,
a stltunry of which is presented in Table 8. with one arLd 32 degrees
of freedon, & F value of 4.L7 is required for significance at the
.05 1evel of confidence. The obtained F ratio of 8.985 for duration at
|
Table 7
S―ry of the ANOVA Showing the Effects of DuratiOn,
Placement, and Magnitude of the IF on Variable Error Scores
Source of Variation
?
??
?
?
?
〕 Degrees of
Freedom
Mean
Squares
D:ration
Placernent
It{agnitude
Drration x Placernent
Drration x lt{agnitude
Placement x Drration
Dtrration x Placement
x Magnitude
l^iithin cells
4.56435
1.79183
3。32085
0。03672
69。10043
1.72723
19。70956
194。42400
??
??
4.56455
1.79183
3.34085
0。03672
69。10045
1。72723
19.70956
6。0758
< 1.00
< 1。00
< 1。00
< 1.00
11。3731帝
< 1。00
3.2440
Total 294。69482
鵞 Significant at the .05 Level
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1
1
1
1
1
1
39
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Figure l
Profiles of the Means of the Magnitudes of
across Duration
fnterference
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Table 8
嚇 ry of ANOVA of Simple Main Effects of Duration
and MLgnitude for Variable Error
Sorrce of Variation
Degrees of MeanFreedom Squares
S― of
Squares
Drration at -20
Drration at +20
I4agnitude at 15
Magnitude at 30
Error
54.5917
19。0730
21.0269
51。4143
194。4240
Pounds
Pourds
Seconds
Seconds
1
1
1
1
52
54。5917
19。0730
21。0269
51。4143
6.0758
8。985脅
3.139
3.461
8。462鵞
340.5299
鵞Significant at the .05 Level
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-20 por:nds exceeded ttre F value of 4.L7. A \[E score of 8.785 was
calculated for a magnitude of -20 pounds at the 30-second retention
jntenral. For the effect of magnitude at 30 seconds, an F ratio
of 8.462 was calctrlated. A \[E score of 5.485 was calculated for a
magnifi.rle of -20 pounds corpared to a \IE score of 8.690 for a
nagnitude of +20 pounds at the 30-second reterrtion intenral. The
rernaining two effects, duration at +20 por.mds, ed rnagnihrde at 15
seconds, were not significant. It was conclud.ed tlrat there were
significant differences for the sinple main effects of duration at a
magnitude of -20 por,urds, ed for magnitude at the 30-second retention
intenral.
S.umary
The results of an analysis of variance of all conditions
across the ten trials indicated that the main effect of ttre trials
was significant. Since the mean of all- first trials was smaller than
the means for the other trials, a second analysis of variance was
calculated for trials tr{o through 10. The F ratio obtained d-id not
exceed the ratio required for significance, therefore, all subsequent
analyses were performed using trials two through 10. A reliability
coefficient of 0.93 was found iadicatiag ttrat the data were reliable.
,{11 groups shorued orershooting as indicated by positive
cE. with 20 porrrds less than the criterion, a cE score of 10,925 was
calculated in the l5-second retention irrtenral, compared to 2l.0LZ
r^,itren the IF was 20 por.rrds greater than the criterion. with a
magnittrde of z0 pomds less than the criterion, a cE score of 3.L26
was obtained in the 30-second retention intenral compared to 22.632
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with the rF 20 pounds greater than the criterion. A Dunnett's t
statistic for each experimental group for.nd no significant difference
between the cE of each e4perirnental group compared. to the cE of the
control group.
variable error was used Ers a measure of consistency on
reproduction trials. In the lS-second retention j-ntenral, m4gnitudes
of 20 pourds less than the criterion rezulted in higher \IE scores.
In contrast, the force of ?0 pomds greater than the criterion
resulted in higher \lE scores in the 30-second retention irrtenral.
comparison of \E scores of each experilrental group to the \E of
each control group by a Dmnettts t test indicated significant
differences for the grotrp w'ith a magnittrde of -20 pounds and placed
five seconds after the criterion in the 1S-second retention intenral.
A11 remaining groups were not significantly different from the control
groups. fu analysis of variance showed no significant effects for
duration, placement, nagnitude, duration x placement, &d placenent x
nagnitude. An F ratio of 11 .373t was found for the duration x
magnitude interaction exceeding the F value of 4.15. sinple nain
effects of &rration and mgnitude were evaluated by an analysis of
variance. It was concluded that there were significant d.ifferences
for the simple mairl effects of duration at a magnitule of -20 pounds
and for magniflrde at the S0-second retention intenral.
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Chapter 5
DISCI'SSION OF RESI]LTS
This chapter presents a discussion of results reported in
Clrapter 4. Topics discussed are reliability of data, the effect of
interference on constant error, the effect of interference on
variable error, ffid a sumary.
Reliability of Data
An analysis of variance for:nd tlat the nean of the first
trial across all sttbjects was significantly different frc,m tfie means
of trials two through 10. Therefore, trial one was excluded from
subsequent data analyses. It seems apparent that one trial was
required to faniliarize the subjects w'ith the experimental instrr.unent
and procedures. No practice trials were allo,ved prior to the
experiment, which was the probably cause of trial one being
significantly different.
An intraclass correlation was corputed for the raw scores
of trials two through 10 to d.etermine the reliability of the
reproduction force scores. A reliability coefficient of 0.93 was
found, iadicating that the perception of zubnalcimal grip strength was
reliable. Comparably, Morris and McEachran (57), and E11is (54)
found reliability scores of 0.92 for perception of submarcirnal grip
strength. Perception and reproduction of submalcimal grip strength is
relatively constant as indicated by these scores.
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The Effect of Interference on Constant Error
Mean CE scores, the measure of the average amount of
undershooting and overshooting on reproduction trials, were positive
for all groups, including the control. Pepper and Herman (s6) and
Herman and Bailey (28) fo:nd overshooting in a force reproduction
task. Ellis (54), using the same atrrparatus as used in this study,
also for.nnd. overshooting in the perception of strbmalcimal grip strength.
Accordilg to Peprper and Herman (36), reproductions of a
criterion are shifted in the direction of the interpolated notor act
and are indexed by a change irr CE. An interference force of greater
magnitude than the criterion force is expected to cause nore
overshooting on reprodr.rction than an IF of lesser magnitude than the
criterion. In comparing the cE scores of the eight experfunental
groups, the cE score for the grorry with a nagnitude of -20 por:nds,
ten seconds prior to reproduction (l5-second retention interrral) was
lower than the CE score for the group with a magnitude of +20 por.mds
ten seconds prior to reproduction. For the 3O-second grorp, the cE
score of the groups with -20 por.urds, five seconds prior to'reca11
was lower than the group with +20 pounds of rF five seconds prior
to recaIl.
It was expected that the groups with a greater magnrtr.rde
of interference would have larger CE scores than the sriterion, and
groups w-ith a lesser magnitude of interference would have suraller CE
scores than tlre criterion. several shrd.ies (26rzgr3Lrss:r36r4g) have
fourd recaIl error to shift in the d.irection of the interference task.
Response biasing did occtrr in both the greater magnitude IF groups,
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but only irr the lesser nagnitude group five seconds before reca11,
for the 15-second retention intenral. In the 30-second inte:rra1,
response biasiag occurred for both grorrps with lesser magnitude uhen
the IF was five seconds following the criterion. However, in
compariag the CE score of each e4perimental group to each control
grotrp for both the 15- and 3O-second retention intenrals, a D.rnnettrs
t test fou:d no significant differences between the treatrnent groups
and the control groups. Assimilation theory (36) states that traces
combine to form one trace intermediate irr value to ttre traces of the
criterion and interference tasks, hihich rnay explairr contrasting
results.
A decaying trace was evident raith iacrease in retention
intenral- when there was no interpolated activity, as fourd by Posner
(38). The most important factor emphasized by trace-decay theorists
(14138r43) was the time interval befi,rcen presentation and reca11.
Ttre Effect of Interference on Variable Error
The measure of consistenry on reproduction trials was
variable error. According to Laabs (31), \E is an indicator of the
strength of a memory trace. Higher incon-sistency on repro&rction
trials will occur r,vhen recall is made irr reference to a weakening
menpry trace. Lcnr.r \E iadicates that the subjectrs reproduction scores
are similar, and, therefore, the repro&rction force scores are
relatively consistent. \IE is also thought to be an indicator of
iaterference effects (31).
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rn comparing \E for each experimental group to that of the
control group, a D-rmettrs t test for:nd significant differences
for the group with a rnagruitude of -20 pouds and placed five seconds
after the criterion in the lS-second retention iaterya1, ffid for the
equivalent group in the 30-second retenticrn interval. In the I5-second
retention i:rverval the \E of this group was greater than the control.
A magnitude of -20 por:rrds, therefore, internrpted or weakened the
trace of the criterion res-trlting in a higher \IE score for the
reprodtrction of the criterion. However , as a fr:nction of time (1S
seconds as contrasted to 30 seconds) the traces of both the iater-
ference and criterion strengthen resulting in a lower \[E score.
According to Laabs (31), when a strbject has to reproduce movements
based on a weak memory trace, his repro&rctions w'il1 be more variable
than if the memory trace were strong. \IE becones an ind.icator of the
strength of the memory trace.
The results of an analysis of 'rariance indicated non-
significant results for duration, placement, nagnitude, &rration x
placement, ed placement x magnitude as measured by \|E. Brown (24)
also for:nd that the time at r^*rich the interpolated act was introduced.
between the criterion and recall was not inportant. However,
significant differences were fou:d for the interaction of dr:ration
x rnagnitud.e. In the lS-second. retention irrterval, a higher \lE was
corputed for a nagnittrde of '20 as contrasted w'ith a magnitude of +20.
Laabs' (31) theory predicts reproductions to be characterized by
undershooting for long movements and overshooting for short movements.
In colparison with force productions at the lS-second intenral, lesser
magniturdes prodrrced larger \E and larger nagnitudes produced smaller
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\8. Ttrese effects are just the opposrte in the 30-second, retention
intenral. An interpolated nragnitude of -20 resulted in lower \rE than
an iaterpolated magnitr.rde of +20 r,{hich resulted in tr-igher l1E. At the
SO-second retention iaterval, iaterpolated movements nay have become
part of the average or central rpvement conprising the adaptation
Ievel. Pepper and Herman (36) fond that force reproductions were
biased in the direction of the interpolated forces. Interpolated
forces greater in magnitude than the criterion resulted in larger
force reprofucticns than d.id interporlated forces smaller in magnitgde
than the criterion. Ttrese findings were temed assirnilation effects
between the criterion and interpolated force in that the reproduced
force was shifted in the direction of the interpolated force due
to the changed Ievel of the proprioceptive stirnrlation dgring the
interpolated task.
An analysis of variance evaluating the simple mairt effects
of the means of &rration and nagnittrde revealed significant differences
for the effects of duration at a magnittde of -20 porards and for
magnitude at the 30-second retention interval. Ttre strengttr of the
criterion trace is weakened by the trace of the irtterpolated activity
resulting in higher \E at a duration of 15 seconds. At s0 seconds,
as a fi-rrction of time, the trace of the interpolated activity weakens,
and the trace of the criterion coribines with an average or central
trace EIs a result of the subjectts adaptation 1evel resulting in lower
\|E. Posner and Konick (41) see the role of iaterference varying
competition between traces at reca11. The trace is destroyed not only
as a function of time, but also as a function of the similarity of
of the stored items. Frekany (55) concluded that direction of
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interpolated rncvements, magnitude irr the case of the present study,
is an important variable that should be taken into accor:nt in
explanations of ilterference effects. Craft and Hinrichs (26)
fotmd that shorter interpolated length prodrrced greater negative error
and lesser interpolated length produced greater positive error. At t}re
3O-second retention irrterval with a magnitude of -20 pounds, less
variability was fotu:d, \E of 5.485, as contrasted with a nagnitude
of +20 powrds, \lE of 8.690. Patrick (35) fomd that interpolated
notor activities affected subjectsr response bias. With forgetting,
more emphasis is given to the adaptation 1eve1 (8) and as a result
there is an assirnilation tor^ard the central moyement position (31).
Possible Explanations of Nonsignificant Results
I.fuIl effects for iaterference have been found in other
studies of kinesthetic perception. Interference iaterpretation was
not for:nd by Stelnach (46), and in an arc drawing task investigated
by Blick and Bilodeau (22). T?rey indicated no decrement in recaIl
was caused by the interpolated task. Stelmach and Barber (47) found
no significant interference rrrtren the interpolated position jn tJ:e
opposite direction was used. An iaterference theory of short-term
memory was not supported by Ellis (54) in a study using force
perception.
Ihe sfuple nature of ttre task rnay also have been an
e4planation of nonsignificant results. This has been reported by
E1lis (54) and Blick and Bilodeau (zz), jrrdicating thar the
criterion force may have been easily learned on the first few trials,
and. entered long-term memory, not beiag affected by the interference
trace.
Laabs (51) explairred two separate memory systems. Information
that enters one system is centrally processed while information in the
other system decays spontaneously. The trace of the interference
force nay have entered this second memory system and decayed
spontaneously. Ttre criterion force trace may have been rehearsable
and not affected by the decaying trace of ttre interference force.
Suumnary
A d.iscussion of the restrlts of this investigation r,iras
presented. Trial one across all subjects was for.r:d to be
siguificantly different from the means of trials two through 10. A
reliability coefficient of 0.93 indicated t}at the scores of trials
two through 10 were aCequately re1iab1e.
Results of the analyses of constant error fornd that the
nagnitude and placenent of the iaterference force and the duration
of ttre retention intenral had no significant effects on reca1I
accuracy. Ifull effects for iaterference have been for.u:d in other
studies of kiaesthetic perception (23,46,47 ,s4). The sturple nature
of the task nay also have been an explanation of nonsignificant results.
Assimilation theory may have also accourted for contrasting resgl-ts.
The measure of consistency on reprodrrction trials was
variable elTor. Higher jaconsistency on repro&.rcticn trials r+rill
occur rrrhen reca11 is made in reference to a weakening menory trace.
Significant differences found between the control and e4perimental
groups were attributed to movements based on a weak memory trace
causing reproductions to vtrry more than if the trace were strong.
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An AI.IOVA forxrd significant results for the interaction of
dr:ration x magnitude. \IE was higher for a nagnittrde of -20 as
contrasted w'ith + 20 in the lS-second interval. Laabs (31) predicts
reprodrrctions to be iJraracterized by und.ershootiag for long movements
and overshooting for short novements. At the lS-second interval lesser
magnitudes prodrrced Larger \[E, and larger magnitudes produced gnaller
\IE. Ttrese effects were just the opposite in the 30-second retention
intenral. Interpolated movements were thought to have become part
of the average or central movement comprisiag the adaptation 1evel.
Results of the si:rp1e main effects of the means of duration
and magnitude fornd significant differences for the effects of
duration at a magnitude of -20 pounds and for nagnitude at the S0-second
retention intenral. Ttre trace of the criterion was weakened by t}re
trace of the interpolated activity resulting in higher \lE at a duration
of 15 seconds. As a frmcticn: of time, the trace of the iaterpolated
activity weakens; and the trace of the criterion cornbined with an
average trace, as a result of the subjectis adaptation level,
results in lower \lE at 30 seconds.
Chapter 6
SJI,I'IARY, CONCIUSI0{S, AIID RECCh,fl,IENDATIONS
$.urnary
The purpose of this sttrdy r,{as to dete:mine the effects of
the placement and magnitude of a bilateral interference force and.
the duration of the retention interval upon the accurary and consistency
of submaximal force reproduction. subjects were voh-mteer male
rmdergraduate and gradtrate students enrolled at Ithaca College during
the spring semester, 1977. Five subjects were randonly assigned to
each of the eight experirnental and two control grotrps. A cable-
tensiometer attached to a T-5 orthopedic testing attactunent was the
instrunent used to record force prodrrction scores. A nirror
arrangement was designed to make the dial of the instrr.unent visible
to tfie subjects. A srnedley dynamometer was used to pro&rce ttre
interference force.
The criterion force w€Ls set at 40 pourds, 4d the interference
force was either 20 por-urds greater or 20 pounds less ttran the criterion
force. Experimental groups had ten blocks of three exertions with a
one-minute intertrial rest period between each block of trials. Each
block of trials consisted of a criterion force exertion, followed by a
short rest, a bilateral iaterference force eiertion followed by
another short rest, and a repro&rction force. The criterion force was
prodrrced by lookirrg at the reflection of the dial in the nirror and
exerting force r.urtil the needle of the dial reached the designated
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force. The rnirror was covered on reproduction trials, causing the
subject to reproduce the criterion force using the feeling of tension
irr his hand and forearm. The control gror:ps prodtrced the criterion
force, sat passively for either the 15- or S0-second retention interval,
and then atterptd to reproduce the criterion.
An analysis of variance found that the mean of reproduction
trial one across all zubjects was significantly different fron the
*:* of trials two through 10. Therefore, only trials two through
10 were used for subsequent analyses. Ttrese scores were for:nd to
have adequate reliability by intraclass correlation.
Constant error scores were calculated to measure accuracy on
reproduction trials and variable error scores were calculated
measuriag the consistency on reproduction trial-s. Ttvo separate
D:nnett'rs t tests were used to sotrpare constant error and then rrariable
error of each experimental group to the error scores of the control
grorrp. For cE none of the experimental groups were significantly
different from the control group in either retention intenral. However,
significant differences were for:nd for \lE in groups with a nagnitude
of -20 por.urds placed five seconds after the criterion in the 15- and
S0-second retention intenrals. An analysis of variance corputed on
variable error scores fourd sigrrificant interactions for duration x
magnitude. Sinple main effects of dr.ration i magnitude were evaluated
by an analysis of variance. Results iadicated significant differences
for the effect of dr:ration at a magnitude of -20 powrds and for magnittrde
at the SO-second retention irrterval. An interference theory of short-
term memory was supported by the rezults of this study in terlns of
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magnitude of the interference and duration of the retention interral
and their effects on variable error.
Conclusions
The following conclusions were established from the findings
presented in this study:
1. Ttre place,nent of a bilateral interference force in the
retention intenral did not affect the accuracy or consistency of
perceiving a submaximal grip strength force.
Z. The rnagnitude of a bilateral interference force did not
affect the accuracy of a submaximal grip strength force.
3. Ttre duration of the retention irrtenral did not affect
the accuracy of perceirring a submatcimal grip strength force.
4. The magnitude of a bilateral iaterference force did
affect the consistency of perceiving a zubmalcimal grip strength
force at a duration of 30 seconds.
5. The dtration of the retention irrtenral did affect the
consistency of perceiving a subma:<imal grip strength force at a
nagnitude of -20 pounds for both,lS- and 50-second intervals.
Recormendations
As a result of this study, the follor+ring reconmendations for
further investigation are lnade:
1. A nore sensitive rneasuring device should be used.
Z. A sirnilar study should be conducted contrasting three
retention iatenrals, for exarryIe, 15, 30, and 45 seconds.
5. A study should be condtrcted to d.eterrnine the effects of
an interference force with a magnitude larger tlurr 20 por-n:ds above or
below the criterion.
4. A similar study shotrld be conducted r.rsing a criterion
force larger or smaller than 40 pounds.
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APPENDIX A
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of this experiment is to determine your ability
to perceive and repro&.rce a_sutrnalcimil grip strength force, ftrere
are two parts to this experiment. T?re first part will determine your
ability to perceive and exert a submarcimal grip strength force. Tfie
second part will determine your naxi:m.un grip strength. Grip the
handle of the instrr.rnent so that two fingers are above the wire
ercLending from the trandle and two fingers are below it. Keep your
arm straight in front of you drirrg all force pro&rctions. The first
part will be performed as soon as the directions for that part have
been read, then the irrstnrctions for the second part will be'read
and performed.
The first part of the e4periment will determine your ability
to perceive a submaximal grip strength force. Ttrere will be ten
blocks of trials, each block consisting of three force productions,
and a short rest interval between each exertion. Drring these rests
irr each block, keep yotrr hand on the handle of the instnunent. You
may use the arm rest to support your arm. For the first force
production you nay use the mirror so you can read the gauge. Or: thefirst force production look irlto the nirror and exert force until
the gauge reaches 22. Once the gauge reaches 22, hol-.d it there for a
cotnt of tr^ro and rela:< your grip. You wi1l then have a second
rest intenral duriag utlich you m,rst maintain contact with--EE'handle.
After this rest you will prodrrce a second force with your left tand
using the dynamometer until the gauge reaches The third force
will be an attempt to reprodrrce the first forc6E22, but the mi:ror
will be covered so you will not be able to see the gauge, To produce
this force you nurst concentrate on the feelings of tension in your trand
and forearm urhiLe applying force. To review you will produce a force
of 22 r^*rile looking into the mirror, rest for seconds, pro&,rce
a force with your left hand of for ffirds, produce a
F ..rfgrce with your left trand of 
-on 
the@nometer and reproduce
the force of 22 r,rithout beiag?5:[6 to see the gauge. Concentrate on
feelings of tension in your hand and forearm. With two or three
seconds remailirtg in the rest irrterval r will say "ready" and at the
end of the intenral the signal to apply force ruil1 be a verbal
reminder of the desigrrated force foi that trial. Ttrere w'i11 be a
one-minute rest irttenral between each block of trials. Are there
any questions? Ttre experimenter r+rilI be glad to Errrswer any other
questions concerniag the experiment after conpletion of the entire
experimental procedrrre .
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Ttre second part of the experiment will determine pur
maximuun grip strength. Your marcirm-un grip will be deterrnined through
two all-out trials w'ith a one-minute rest between trials. With
three or four seconds remaining in the rest intenral I will say
"ready" and at the end of the intenral to "go." Do you have any
questions?
:THACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
APPENDIX B
DATA
Colurrr 1: Retention Interval
1 = 15 seconds
3 = 30 seconds
Colunrr 2: Placement of Interference
1 = 5 seconds after criterion
2 = 5 seconds prior to recall
3 = control
Coh.umr 3: Irlagnitude of Interference
L = -20 pourds
2 = +20 pouds
3 = control
Coh-urrr 4: Subject llumber
5 per group
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